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ELECTRICAL  ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 448
The value of W may then be found by integration.   If 8 is constant at all points of an area 89 and Q the quantity of electricity on that area, we have
In the case of a spherical conductor separated from a concentric conducting shell by a thin non-conductor (Art. 392) we have S = 47ra2.   The potential V at the
centre is 2 -.-2- = 2*   the capacity C is £/F=a2/0.    The potential energy is a     a + Q     a?
therefore F=^==-
As a second example, let the condenser be formed by a cylindrical conductor separated from a concentric cylindrical shell by a thin non-conductor, (Art. 419). The area of a unit of length is S=2-n-a. The capacity €' per unit of length is %Trapl(p - /3') which by (2) reduces to a/20. The energy per unit of length is
448. Junction of conductors. Ex. 1. Two conductors A19 Az, of a system are joined together by a fine wire. Prove that the capacity of the united bodies is ffn + 2#i2 + £22 • 3?rove also tkft* *kis *s *ess *ban the sum of the capacities before the junction.                                                                                       [Coll. Ex.]
Let the conductors be charged with such quantities of electricity El , E2 , <feo. that the potentials of Al9 A% are equal. By joining these no change is made in the distribution of the electricity. The total quantity on the united bodies is E1 + E2, and the n equations of Art. 438 become the following n - 1 equations
&c. = &c. The results follow at once, since #12 is negative.
Ex. 2. Five equal uncharged and insulated conducting spheres are placed with their centres at the angular points of a regular pentagon. Another charged sphere is moved so as to touch each in succession at the point nearest the centre of the pentagon. Prove, that if ^...65 are the charges on the spheres when they have been each touched once
2-e1}   &1,   0         =0,
= 0.
[Coll. Ex. 1901.]
Let A-I...AS be the fixed spheres, A6 the moveable one. When A6 is close to A19 but not touching it, we have six equations expressing Fj...F6 in terms of any charges E^^Eg which may be given to them, (Art. 438). When Al and A6 touch, JEfi and E6 are so modified that F1=F'0, but the sum E1 + E6 remains unaltered. Equating the potentials Vl and F6 we see that E± is a linear function of E^...E6. Let this linear relation be
El = aEG -f /3 (E.2 + E5) + y (Es + E4).
Since the five spheres are equal and arranged in a regular figure, this relation will hold at each successive contact, provided El always represents the electricity on the sphere which is being touched. We therefore have just after the contacts in order have occurred,
e1 = aJS6,    «2 = a(-®fi-e1)+j8fi1,    es=a(E6-el
1 + e4) + 7 (t<2

